
                  Journey of The Lost Legends: The Giant 
                                       
In a Fantasy where the second you were born you get immediately chosen for a certain art. These 
specific six were known as The Art Of Illusion, The Art Of Corruption, The Art of Creation, The Art Of 
Balance, The Art Of Purity, and lastly The Art Of Magic. Each of these clans were ruled by a goddess or 
god of some sort. Thousands of Years Ago, there was a extraordinarily devastating, harsh and crucial 
battle against all of the Gods,Goddesses, and their clans. There has been a mystery that has been 
unsolved ever since the end of the battle. It’s about how all the most powerful gods and goddesses from 
every clan vanished all at the same day. According to The Book Of Knowledge, which is a book made by 
the Art Of Creation used to figure out all hidden truths behind things, says Gods and Goddesses can 
never be deceased or removed from their clan due to the fact of the vow they have to take in order to 
become that certain role. The impact on this occurrence was tragic, and this causes each and every clan 
to turn more chaotic every single day. There were two very passionate and determined individuals. One 
was from The Art Of Illusion. His name was Adrian. The other was from The Art Of Creation. Her name 
was Monique. 
One Morning, Monique and Adrian received a letter from the Head Master. It read “You have been 
chosen for a very special task, indeed. This requires much strength and bravery to tackle. However, you 
are not the only one receiving this. There is another head tribe member accompanying you. Meet me 
tomorrow at the head house at noon sharp. -Head Master Fa” Monique was rather thrilled, squealing 
“THIS IS THE BEST DAY OF MY LIFE!” While Adrian’s reaction was like “Well, that’s exciting. I’d better 
prepare before the sun sets. Hopefully I don’t get some lunatic to accompany me.” They trained and 
prepared for hours and hours, each of them exhausted and worn out completely. The next morning 
arrives and they both wake up to the sound of terror. It looked like as if each clan got targeted by an 
anonymous group of people. They glanced outside and both see The Head Lookout Crew reporting on 
what they observed. Before they knew it it was already 11:30 AM. There was no time to waste, they 
began traveling along the path to the Head House. Adrian arrived at around 11:45 AM. While Monique 
arrived at 11:57 AM. The Headmaster awoken and leaded them inside at exactly noon. He spoke these 
wise words “The Task you have been chosen for is known as The case of the Lost Legends, I cannot add 
on further to this but I will give you one clue. The first hint is located in the library using The Book Of 
Knowledge. You will need a Head Creator to grant you both to use it.” The Head Master walked away, 
leaving the two alone. They introduced each other and told some facts about themselves. After that, 
they headed to the library, having a small conversation along the way. They finally arrived after twenty 
minutes of walking. Monique and Adrian were starting to feel more comfortable with each other. They 
both walked inside looking at thousands of books stacked on the shelves neatly with a sparkling  red 
carpet coated all over the floor. Monique quickly spotted the Book Of Knowledge and reminded Adrian 
that she was a Head Creator so she could open it. They research of the Path to find The missing gods and 
goddesses. It says “Although the path is unknown, it is true that the gods/goddesses are mostly going to 
be founded near the Tropic of Caution, where it’s extremely dangerous and frightening all around.” 
Adrian muttered, “where even is the Tropic Of Caution? Monique overheard his muttering and 
researched “where is the path for the Tropic of Caution?” They eventually figured out the path and went 
on their way to the journey. 
On their way to the Tropic of  Caution they stumbled across numerous obstacles. For one, in order to 
even get close there, you needed to cross two forests. Each consisting of giants, mutants, ogres, and 
witches along the way. Adrian and Monique were not thrilled at all for this task. After about a hour of 
walking they reached the first forest. They saw a old and broken wooden sign that said “BEWARE! 
GIANTS AND TROLLS AHEAD!” Monique complained “Oh Come On! First we walked for an hour and now 
we have to apparently beat up trolls and giants? No Thank You!”Adrian added “We haven’t even gotten 



near bizarre. Calm down.” He rolled his eyes. They walked about a quarter of the forest before they 
heard a stomping sound. It got louder and louder until they realized.. IT WAS A GIANT. Monique 
panicked knowing that fighting is not her strong suit in things. The Giant crept closer and closer towards 
Monique ready to devour her. Monique cried hopelessly “ADRIAN HELP!” She tried making a shield to 
defend herself but it was too late. The Giant yanked her onto his hand. Monique was struggling to 
escape. In a blink of an eye, Monique sees this shadowy figure, it duplicated, no it quadrupled! It was 
moving at lightning speed, they summoned and sprayed thick black goo. It went on the Giant and slowly 
started dissolving it’s body into ashes. Monique couldn’t identify who saved her, but she was speechless. 
The shadowy figure came closer to Monique and she finally realized who it was. It was none other than 
Adrian. He waved at her and asked “Hey Monique, are you okay?” Monique quietly replied “Thanks.. I’m 
fine.” They carried on into the second forest. The second they stepped foot inside, a vast amount of 
hands grabbed their legs. They got dragged into a deep dark abyss. They were doomed. 
 


